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Building Searches
From Alarm Response to Terrorism Recognition

(with Air Soft© Training)

Station 3 Training Center, Frankfort Fire Protection District
24420 S. LaGrange Rd. (Rt. 45), Frankfort, IL 60423
Monday; October 2, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s): Use of Force
Legal Updates | Civil Rights | Constitutional & Proper Use of LE Authority
Course Description: This eight hour course will allow officers to review and practice their basic building
search skills in real-time, live scenario based situations. Course content works as an excellent primer and
refresher for officers who have or will be attending Rapid Deployment Training. Officers will work in teams of
two and three, to mirror real patrol situations. Scenarios will include lit and unlit buildings, residential, retail
and commercial occupancies, and weapon choices (handgun, shotgun, long gun).
Officers will learn to recognize and respond to the presence of IEDs in buildings and on subjects. Course
content will include both classroom and scenario activities. Officers will review Department of Homeland
Security protocols for local department contact with suspected and known terrorists, as well as scene safety
and personnel safety protocols. The scenarios will include IED mockups and hostage situations. The Officers
will learn Low Risk Search Techniques for effectively searching buildings, venues, and areas where suspected
terrorist threats may exist.
Course Content Includes:
• Review of purposes of building searches
• Review of laws and cases regarding building searches
o Alarms, exigent circumstances, dispatched, on-site probable cause
• Review techniques for challenging spotted suspected and unknown suspect
• Review of methods for maintaining cleared space when removing suspect
• Gain a basic knowledge of current improvised explosive devices (IEDs
• Learn the action to take for IEDs and equipment available to assist in their detection
• Gain heightened awareness of the effects of explosives and terrorism
• Learn techniques for building searches for
non-involved civilians, active shooters, devices, and hidden threats
• Proper application and use of flashlights
o Multiple lights, Team techniques
This class is a soft air, weapons training course. Officers need to bring their duty belts. Officers are
encouraged to have either sweatshirts or long sleeve shirts available to wear. Face protection and
weapons will be issued at the training site.
➢ Also warm clothing (if needed) is suggested as some training buildings may not be heated

and some training will be outside.

The Instructors: The lead instructor is Michael Drumm. All instructors are certified, full-time police officers,
and are members of the Illinois Tactical Officers Association and the International Law Enforcement Educators
and Trainers Association. Drumm is also a DHS contract instructor.

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None*

This project is supported by funds from the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Homeland Security Grant
Program. CFDA #97.067.
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Tactical Analysis Program
Based on the book Left of Bang
“Tactical Awareness and Threat Recognition”

Frankfort Police Department,
20602 Lincoln Way Lane, Frankfort, IL 60423
Tuesday & Wednesday, October 3 & 4, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s):
Use of Force | Cultural Competency | Procedural Justice | Civil Rights

Course Description: This course will be conducted by Patrick Van Horne (co-author of the
acclaimed book Left of Bang), Co-founder and CEO of The CP Journal out of Boulder, Colorado.
The CP Journal provides training and professional consultation to the military, law enforcement, and
private security industry in behavioral analysis and threat recognition. The course is based on the
principals of the Marine Corps' Combat Hunter Program that was developed during the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars.
Training Elements: Developing the ability to observe, classify, assess and communicate nonverbal
behavior empowers our nation’s protectors to proactively recognize potential threats before an attack
occurs. The observation process taught in this course improves both intuitive decision-making and
the deliberate analysis of situations, persons, and environments.
The "Tactical Awareness and Threat Recognition" portion of the course provides instruction in the
foundational behavioral observations used to make assessments about individual people. The course
is focused on ensuring that students can accurately assign people to each of the four mutually
exclusive primary clusters of behavior. Once officers have proven that they can make these
observations, articulate the reason for objectively assigning a person to each cluster, and understand
the "why" behind the assessments, these behaviors are then put into the context of the "officer
ambush" to determine the significance of each behavior in relation to the risks that police officers
face.
The "Tactical Sense-making" portion of the course expands on the behaviors taught on the first day
to include all four pillars of observable behaviors. Officers learn how to establish an all-encompassing
baseline for operational areas using a deliberate, systematic and repeatable process.
Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of Officer Ambushes and Terrorist Attacks
The Behavioral Analysis Approach to Threat Recognition
Variables and Constant Elements of Violent Acts
Identifying Threat Specific Behaviors
Assessing and Improving Situational Awareness
Interpreting Individual Gestures, Postures and Expressions
Building and Observing Clusters of Cues

Continued next Page:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why Attackers Close the Distance to their Targets
Learning and Building Behavioral File Folders
Principals for Assessing Groups of People
Determining Positive and Negative Atmospherics
Baseline Templates for Anticipated Situations & Environments
Recognition Primed Decision-Making (RPD)
Adapting to Changing Criminal Tactics and Techniques

Instructor:
Patrick Van Horne is Co-founder and CEO of The CP Journal and co-author of the book, "Left of
Bang: How the Marine Corps' Combat Hunter Program Can Save Your Life." The CP Journal is a
Veteran Owned Small Business (VOSB) that provides training to the military, law enforcement, and
private security industry in behavioral analysis and threat recognition.
Patrick served for seven years in the United States Marine Corps, progressing to the rank of Captain.
While on active duty, he served as a Platoon Commander and Company Executive Officer with
Weapons Company, 1st Battalion, Fourth Marines, as well as serving as a Company Commander with
1st Marine Regiment. Through his two deployments to Iraq, he saw first-hand the importance of
strong leadership and effective training for the members of our military as they prepare for
deployment.
Following his time as a Company Commander, he became the Officer-in-Charge of a Mobile Training
Team at the School of Infantry at Camp Pendleton, providing training to deploying Infantry battalions
and regiments in the Combat Hunter Program. It was in this command that he was first exposed to
Combat Profiling and human behavioral analysis. During his time in this job, he helped recreate the
Combat Profiling instruction, and designed and led the Combat Hunter Trainer Course, a pilot course
designed to make Marines into Combat Hunter Instructors.
Patrick led 350 Marines through a yearlong combat training and preparation program prior to their
deployment. Designed long-term training plan for cross-functional teams from 9 diverse technical
areas. He also led 40 Marines and served as Second-in-Command for 200 Marines through two
deployments to Iraq. Coordinated all intelligence, operational, logistics, communication and training
requirements across units. While teaching behavioral profiling to Marines he decided to create The CP
Journal to provide students with the resources needed to continue learning about all that behavioral
analysis had to offer.
Patrick graduated from Fordham University in 2014 with an M.B.A., with a marketing concentration.
He graduated from Marist College in 2005 with a B.S. in Business Administration and a Minor in
Accounting. He was selected to serve as a team captain on the Division 1 Lacrosse team, winning a
conference championship and earning a spot in the 2005 NCAA Tournament in his senior year.
Patrick currently lives in Boulder, Colorado and actively supports the Injured Marine Semper Fi Fund
and Team Rubicon.

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None*

This project is supported by funds from the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Homeland Security Grant
Program. CFDA #97.067.
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A.R.I.D.E.

Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement
Frankfort Police Department,
20602 Lincoln-Way Lane, Frankfort, IL 60423
Thursday & Friday; October 5 & 6, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s):
Civil Rights | Constitutional & Proper Use of LE Authority | Human Rights | Legal Updates

Course Description: The Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) program was
developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) with input from the
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) and the Virginia
Association of Chiefs of Police. ARIDE was created to address the gap in training between the
Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC)
Program.
This course will offer additional information to law enforcement officers on detecting impairment
caused by more than just alcohol. Often law enforcement officers that have not received advanced or
in-service training regarding drug impairment tend to not be able to identify these characteristics;
therefore, they will release an impaired driver. Once an officer completes the training he/she will be
more proficient with the 3 battery of tests (HGN, WAT, OLS), as well as a broader knowledge of drug
impairment indicators. The law enforcement officer will also be more familiar with the DRE program
and its function. This will facilitate better communication and transfer of critical roadside indicators of
impairment to the evaluating DRE officer for a more complete and accurate assessment of the
impairment.
ARIDE is a 16-hour training course taught by DRE instructors or SFST instructors who are also DREs.
The training will be conducted under the control and approval of the DEC Program state coordinator.
This course encompasses information and techniques for addressing the drug and alcohol impaired
driving problem. The following topics are discussed and/or delivered in detail throughout the entire
curriculum:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update of Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Battery
How drug impaired driving affects our community
SFST Proficiency Examination
Drugs in the human body and the impairing effects they may have
Seven categories of drugs identified by the DEC Program
Additional sobriety tests that will provide an expanded knowledge of detection to law
enforcement
• Provide an expanded knowledge of prosecuting drug impaired drivers to prosecutors and
courts
Much of the classroom training is devoted to hands-on practice.
Instructor: Tony Lebron (Retired M/Sgt; Illinois State Police) will be the lead instructor.

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None* (members will have
priority in registration)

* This project is supported by the Governors Highway Safety Association through the Illinois Law Enforcement Training &
Standards Board
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Full
Breath Alcohol Testing

16-hour Breath Analysis Instrument Operator Course
Monee Police Department,
5356 W. Main Street, Monee, IL 60449
Tuesday & Wednesday, October 10 - 11, 2017
8:00 am till 5:00 pm
This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s):
Law Update

Course Description:
Officers completing this program will be certified as Illinois Breath Analysis Operators
by the Illinois State Police. This sixteen-hour course is also certified by the Illinois Law
Enforcement Training and Standards Board.
Some of the topics that will be discussed are as follows:
• Operation and function of the breath testing equipment approved for use in
Illinois
• Detailed discussions on drinking driver enforcement
• Laboratory training in the use of equipment
• Pharmacological effects of alcohol
• Legal matters relating to drinking driver enforcement (including implied consent
and case presentation for court)
Successful completion and attendance of the course including passing the exam is
required to be a state certified Breath Alcohol Operator (BAO).
❖ Participants are encouraged, but not required, to bring a laptop computer; ISP course

materials are now on a “CD” which is supplied.

Instructors:

The Illinois State Police Academy will be providing instructors for this course.

Member Tuition: None

Non-Member Tuition: 100.00*
(Members will have priority registration)

*Application has been made if approve; this class will funded by the Illinois Department of Transportation
through the Police Traffic Services Training Project and administered by the Illinois Law Enforcement Training
& Standards Board. If not approved tuition will be charged to Non-Members. Tuition waived if approved.
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Full
Sex Offender Registration; Murderer & Violent
Offender Against Youth Registration
Morris Police Department
200 E. Chapin St. Morris, IL 60450
Thursday, October 12, 2017
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s) Law Updates
Civil Rights | Constitutional and Proper Use of Law LE Authority | Human Rights

Course Description: In 1986, the Habitual Child Sex Offender Registration legislation
was passed and required any person who lives in Illinois to register. Since that time,
there have been a multitude of new laws. Sex offender management has evolved into
a national quest to appropriately monitor and track all sex offenders. Presently, all
individuals convicted or adjudicated of a sex offense in Illinois who commit criteria sex
offenses against victims of any age are required to register with the law enforcement
agency in which jurisdiction they reside. All members of the criminal justice system
have a role to play with the goal of providing the most accurate information as
possible to the citizens of Illinois. This mission starts with finding out your
requirements are, what is new, and what helps make your communities safer.
Topics include:
• Overview of Sex Offender Registration Program and agency duties
• Juvenile Registration
• Who is required to register
• Legislation
• Notification and Registration requirements LEADS—How it pertains to Sex
Offenders
• Offenses constituting registration
• Duration of Registration
Instructor: Tracie Newton has served as the program manager for the Illinois State
Police Sex Offender Registration Unit since January 2005. In her capacity as the
program manager, some of her responsibilities include ensuring all information placed
on the Illinois State Police Sex Offender Registry and the Murderer & Violent Offender
Against Youth Registry is correct, notifying offenders of violating their responsibilities
under the Acts, educating various entities of the current laws regarding offenders and
reviewing all offender legislation introduced in the Illinois General Assembly.

Member Tuition: None

Non-Member Tuition: None
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Full

Field Training Officer Certification
(Sokolove Model)

Full

Romeoville Police Department
1050 West Romeo Road (at Sunset Pointe Drive), Romeoville, IL 60446
Monday - Friday, October 16 - 20, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm
This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s): Human Rights |Cultural Competency
Civil Rights | Constitutional & Proper Use of LE Authority | Legal Updates| Procedural Justice
Course Description: This forty-hour course is specifically designed for experienced uniformed patrol
personnel selected to serve as Field Training Officers with probationary employees. The course
emphasizes the FTO’s role in assisting probationers certify for solo patrol operations by applying the
knowledge and skills acquired during Basic Police Training/Certification and using them according to
agency policy, procedures and community service delivery standards.
The instruction highlights two essential Field Training and Evaluation Process skills: 1) the ability to
examine and objectively document the probationer’s job behaviors using the 2009 revised nonnumerical/behaviorally anchored standardized assessment guidelines and, 2) analyzing the
probationer’s training needs and using proper instructional techniques for corrective action.
The instruction presentation will focus upon discussion as well as hands-on application of the course
materials in small group and individual/student exercises. Students will be required to complete outof-classroom reading assignments from the course text and workbook, Breaking Routine™: Field
Training Officer.
The course content will include:
• What every FTO really needs to know about the operational structure of the Field Training &
Evaluation Process.
• The Instructional Relay Race: Taking over where Basic Police Training/Certification left off.
o Inventorying the probationer’s current knowledge and skill proficiencies.
• Selection and use of on-the-job instructional techniques: finding the best tools to meet the
challenge.
• Utilization of legally defensible, non-numerical standardized evaluation guidelines.
• Objectively documenting probationer performance.
• Documenting the extent of training and coaching without becoming a best-seller author.
• Strategically addressing Probationer areas of Corrective Action Necessary.
• Utilizing the Probationer Officer Manual as the Field Training playbook.
• Practical Directed Patrol Mapping™: Preparing the Probationer for Proactive - Community
Oriented Policing: Dancing with SARA!
• Creating a Self-Reliant™ law enforcement agent.

Special attention: Students should be familiar with their Department’s current Field Training and
Evaluation Process and should be briefed on their agency’s process. Students are encouraged to
bring a copy of their agency’s Probationary Office Manual and forms to class.
Instructor: This course will be taught by: Mr. Bruce Sokolove, Field Training Assoc., Ypsilanti, MI.

Member Tuition: None

Non-Member Tuition: $300.00
(Members will have priority registration)
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FULL

Tactical Emergency Casualty Care
JJC, Weitendorf Agricultural Center
17840 W. Laraway Rd, Joliet, IL 60433
Tuesday, October 17, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s): Procedural Justice

GPS alert: use 1151 East Laraway Road 60433, neighbor of Ag. Center
Course Description: This course covers the concepts and practical application of Tactical

Emergency Casualty Care and Officer-Citizen High Threat Casualty Extraction in the patrol
environment. Officers will learn to identify and treat the most commonly encountered wound
patterns and plan/execute an Officer-Citizen Extraction, then demonstrate the concepts and
techniques learned during scenario-based exercises.

➢ Students are required to bring their duty belt/gear and wear clothing
appropriate for physically demanding scenario training. Course exercises
will allow each student to apply critical lifesaving skills in a dynamic patrol-based
setting.
On completion of the course, each participant will receive a North American Rescue Products
Individual Patrol Officer Kit (IPOK) for duty use. Each sealed kit contains: One C-A-T Combat
Application Tourniquet, an ETD Emergency Trauma Dressing, a packet of Z-Fold Gauze, and a pair of
trauma gloves.

Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (TECC) concepts
Mindset and situational awareness
Mental and physical response to trauma
Basic airway management
Bleeding and shock control
Rapid casualty assessment
Casualty extractions and evacuations
Treatment and high threat extraction scenarios

Instructor: Michael Gordon is law enforcement professional with more than 25 years of service

and will serve as Lead Instructor for this course. He is currently assigned as a Senior Sergeant in the
Patrol Division of the Alton (IL) Police Department. For 16 years Sergeant Gordon has served on
Tactical Response Teams for both the Alton Police Department and the Illinois Law Enforcement
Alarm System (ILEAS). He has served as Team Commander for both teams. Sergeant Gordon is also
a paramedic with ten years of experience conducting Advanced Life Support in civilian emergency
services and tactical medical operations. Sergeant Gordon will be assisted by a law enforcement
veteran with civilian EMS experience.

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None* (Members will have
priority in registration)

* This project is supported by funds from the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Homeland Security Grant
Program. CFDA #97.067.
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Tavern Inspection & Liquor License Enforcement
Frankfort Police Department
20602 Lincoln-Way Lane, Frankfort, IL 60423
Friday, October 20, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm
This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s) Pending

Course Description:
This new one-day class is designed for law enforcement officers tasked with the first
half of this one-day class provides the skills needed for local police officers to inspect
taverns for violations of the state liquor regulations. Topic covered include proper
license for special events, health and safety regulations, signage and advertising
restrictions, BASSET law, and how to spot counterfeit liquor. A special focus will be
placed on the recent changes to the Happy Hour law.
The second half of the class satisfies the Illinois legal requirement for mandated
training prior to conducting liquor or tobacco age compliance testing, commonly called
"sting operations". This class is not funded by ILCC.
Upon completion of this seminar, participants will be able to:
• Review the Illinois guidelines on conducting age compliance testing for alcohol and
tobacco sales
• Define the term "marrying liquor" and explain why the practice is illegal in Illinois
• Review the top ten tavern inspection violations according to the Illinois Liquor
Control Commission
• Describe the procedure to check for contaminated liquor bottles and beer tap lines
• Discuss the changes to the Illinois "Happy Hour" law
• List the employees who are mandated to obtain BASSET training certification
Instructor: Bruce R. Talbot holds a Master of Public Administration degree from
Roosevelt University, a B.S. degree in law enforcement from Southern Illinois
University, is a graduate of The School of Police Staff and Command at Northwestern
University and has more than 25 years of experience teaching drug/alcohol recognition
and prevention classes nationwide. He has been qualified as an expert witness in
Illinois and Texas criminal courts and has been called to testify as a subject matter
expert witness before U.S. Congressional committee hearings.
Continued next page:

Talbot has co-written scientific research on drug control and has appeared on public
opinion programs including the NBC “TODAY Show,” CNN “Talk Back Live,” ABC “A
Closer Look,” CBS news “Eye On America,” and the BBC “Science Frontiers.” Talbot has
been a frequent speaker at state and national conferences including the National GHB
and Designer Drug Conference and the Illinois Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
Association conference.
A veteran police officer, Sergeant Talbot has supervised both street patrol as well as
the investigative unit, community policing unit, and the DARE drug education program.
He is a retired 27-year veteran police officer and a certified police instructor by the
Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board.

Member Tuition: None

Non-Member Tuition: None
Back
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Full

40 Hour Firearms Instructor Course
JJC, Weitendorf Agricultural Center; 17840 W. Laraway Rd, Joliet, IL 60433
&

Will County Sheriff’s Range & Training Facility; 2402 Laraway Rd., Joliet, IL 60433

Monday - Friday, October 23 – 27, 2017
1:00 pm till 9:00 pm

(Class will begin at the JJC Ag. Center each afternoon)
GPS alert: use 1151 East Laraway Road 60433, neighbor of Ag. Center
This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s):
Use of Force | Law Updates

Course Description: This course of instruction is designed to produce a qualified law enforcement
firearms instructor who is capable of training police officers of all experience levels to safely,
efficiently, and effectively employ their duty handguns in the course of their work activities.
Additionally, student officers will be trained on choosing various firearms, ammunition, and firearms
accessories for the law enforcement mission. Communications skills coupled with teaching and
learning skills will be integrated into every component of this course of instruction. This course is
open to any officer who is currently assigned as or under consideration for assignment as a police
firearms instructor.
At the completion of this training, the student officer will be able to identify the law enforcement
mission critical goals and objectives of a police firearms instructor, demonstrate the instructional
issues, and produce documentation detailing the training efforts. Student officers will be required to
pass a written exam, correctly demonstrate designated training exercises, and pass a live fire
qualification course with their duty handgun.
Training methodology will be:
• Explanation – By Instructor
• Demonstration – By Instructor
• Corrected Practice / Hands On By Student Officer Under Supervision of Instructor(s)
• Demonstration – By Student Officer
➢ This course is certified by the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board (ILETSB)

STUDENTS MUST BRING THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT TO CLASS:

1,000 rounds of ammunition
Hat with bill to protect face from brass ejections
Eye protection
Pencil/pen and notebook
Duty leather and pistol
Duty flashlight
Soft body armor
Comfortable clothing and boots, NO SHORTS (fatigues/BDUs suggested) NOTE: Students will
participate in multiple tactical exercises and can expect to get dirty.
✓ Water to drink during tactical exercises
✓ A packed lunch
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Continued on next page:

Lead Instructor:
Jeff Chudwin served 38 years and retired as the Chief of Police for the Village of Olympia Fields IL.
He has been a law enforcement officer since 1974 and continues as a sworn officer with the Peotone
IL Police Department. He served as an Assistant States Attorney for both Will and Cook Counties IL.
Chief Chudwin is a founding member of the Illinois Tactical Officers Association (ITOA) and has
served as president of the association since 1995. He is a founding member and for ten years served
as cochairman of the statewide law enforcement mutual aid system / the Illinois Law Enforcement
Alarm System (ILEAS) Region 4 – of Cook, DuPage and Lake Counties. In addition, he acted as
cochairman of the terrorism /emergency preparedness committees of the South Cook County
Suburban Chiefs of Police Association and the South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association.
Since 1978, Chief Chudwin has provided training to police officers and agencies on legal and practical
issues of police use of force, tactical response training and officer survival at conferences throughout
the country. He has worked on legal and policy issues related to officer involved shootings and
represented officers involved in high-level use of force incidents. He is the executive editor of the
ITOA Journal and has authored numerous articles for law enforcement publications on the issues of
police use of force, firearms training, and SWAT and patrol functions.
Chief Chudwin deployed as a member of the ILEAS Task Force Illinois in response to the Hurricane
Katrina EMAC request by the State of Louisiana in September 2005.
Co-Instructor:
Kim Heath is a Will County Sheriff's Deputy and Range Master. Deputy Heath is the President of the
Women's Tactical Association. She has been a firearms instructor for 11 years. She instructs firearms
training classes for the Illinois mobile training units #3 and #16, and for the ILEETA and OTOA
conferences. Deputy Heath is a competitive shooter; the 2016 National Patrol Rifle Competition
champion and has done work with the NRA Women's Network and Guns and Ammo TV.

All attendees must be sworn personnel registered by their
respective Police Agencies
Tri-River Police Training Member Department’s Tuition: None
Non-Member Department Tuition: $400.00
Back
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Current Trends in Drug Abuse
Frankfort Police Department
20602 Lincoln-Way Lane, Frankfort, IL 60423
Monday, October 23, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm
This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s) Pending

Course Description: This one day seminar is designed law enforcement officers
tasked with street drug enforcement. The program concentrates on the newest drugs
of abuse including synthetic stimulants (e.g... alpha-PVP "Flakka"), narcotics (e.g... U47700 "U-4"), hallucinogenic (e.g. 25I-NBOMe "N-Bomb") cannabinoids (e.g... 5F-ADB
"Smacked"), and counterfeit prescription drugs seen on the streets (e.g... Lemmon
714).
The latest drug seizure data focused on the local counties from the Illinois State Police
Forensic Crime Lab will be presented. Updates on recent drug law changes will also be
discussed. Many of these synthetic drugs will not be detectable using standard drug
screening tests and many police officers are unfamiliar with the effects these new
drugs can produce.
This seminar will include the physical symptoms of under the influence of synthetic
drugs currently appearing in Illinois. The program will also offer updates on other
street drugs of abuse such as Kratom, Molly, and will include an update on the
changes to the Illinois Medical Cannabis law.
Upon completion of this seminar, participants will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define the term "designer synthetic drug" in the context of street drug abuse.
List the top designer synthetic narcotic, stimulant, depressant and cannabinoid
activating drugs in the MTU-16 area.
Discuss the new Illinois Designer Synthetic Drug Act and its application as an
effective control measure.
Describe the physical symptoms displayed by a person under the influence of
narcotics, depressants, stimulants, and designer synthetic cannabinoids.
Discuss the reason for a spike in the unregulated narcotic drug Kratom.
Review the changes to the Illinois Medical Marijuana Law and its impact on
community substance abuse.

Continued next page:

Instructor: Bruce R. Talbot holds a Master of Public Administration degree from
Roosevelt University, a B.S. degree in law enforcement from Southern Illinois
University, is a graduate of The School of Police Staff and Command at Northwestern
University and has more than 25 years of experience teaching drug/alcohol recognition
and prevention classes nationwide. He has been qualified as an expert witness in
Illinois and Texas criminal courts and has been called to testify as a subject matter
expert witness before U.S. Congressional committee hearings.
Talbot has co-written scientific research on drug control and has appeared on public
opinion programs including the NBC “TODAY Show,” CNN “Talk Back Live,” ABC “A
Closer Look,” CBS news “Eye On America,” and the BBC “Science Frontiers.” Talbot has
been a frequent speaker at state and national conferences including the National GHB
and Designer Drug Conference and the Illinois Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
Association conference.
A veteran police officer, Sergeant Talbot has supervised both street patrol as well as
the investigative unit, community policing unit, and the DARE drug education program.
He is a retired 27-year veteran police officer and a certified police instructor by the
Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board.

Member Tuition: None

Non-Member Tuition: $50.00
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The Bulletproof Mind

"Mental Preparation for Combat"

Local 150 Operating Engineers Training Center
19800 W. South Arsenal Rd., Wilmington, IL 60481
Tuesday, October 24, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm
(Sign In-Registration will begin at 7:30 am)

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s): Civil Rights | Procedural Justice

Course Description: This course is open to all levels of law enforcement and other first responders,
and will be conducted by Lt. Colonel (Ret.) Dave Grossman of the Warrior Science group, Mascoutah,
Illinois.
Col. Grossman will draw upon decades of research in the areas of interpersonal aggression and
killing, sharing what he has learned about our media culture, how the human mind works, mental
conditioning for violent response, and what steps can be taken to reverse dysfunctional trends in
human behavior. He will help participants improve their understanding of our violent culture and its
toll on communities, schools, and law enforcement officers.
Topics include:
•
The Virus of Violence in America and Worldwide
•
A New Breed of Domestic and International Terrorism
•
The Psychological Cost of Conflict
•
Understanding the ongoing challenges that confront the police officer
•
Controlling the Physiological Response to Combat
•
Adopting a professional model of service as a Paladin and protector
• Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
• Stress Inoculation / Breathing Exercises
• School and Workplace Violence Prevention
• Surviving the Aftermath of Deadly Confrontations
• Why workplace violence will continue to be a problem
• How the central nervous system can work against us
➢

To facilitate this program, lunch will be served on site for a reasonable fee; attendees are
encouraged to take advantage in order to expedite and enhance this very important seminar.

Instructor: Lt. Col. Dave Grossman is a former Airborne Ranger, Infantry Officer, and West Point
Psychology Professor with 23 years’ experience in leading U.S. soldiers worldwide. He was a trainer
of police, first responders, and health professionals immediately following the shootings in Jonesboro,
Arkansas; Springfield, Oregon; and Littleton, Colorado.
Col. Grossman is a former Professor of Military Science at Arkansas State University and is an
internationally recognized speaker in the field of human aggression and the roots of violence and
violent crime. He authored the Pulitzer-nominated book, On Killing: The Psychological Cost of
Learning to Kill in War, as well as a second publication entitled Stop Teaching Our Kids to Kill. His
most recent book, On Combat: The Psychology and Physiology of Deadly Conflict in War and in
Peace, was co-authored by Loren Christensen.

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None*

* This project is supported by funds from the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Homeland
Security Grant Program. CFDA #97.067.
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&
Northwestern University Center for Public Safety

Full
Supervision of Police Personnel
New Lenox Police Department
200 Veterans Parkway, New Lenox, IL 60451
Monday – Friday; October 30 - November 3, 2017
8:00 am to 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s):
Civil Rights | Constitutional & Proper Use of LE Authority | Cultural Competency | Human Rights |
Legal Updates | Procedural Justice
Course Description: The Supervision of Police Personnel course prepares first-line supervisors for a
successful transition from officer to supervisor, and provides professional development to current
supervisors who have had little or no formal training to lead officers. The course provides the
fundamentals of leadership and followership to enable students to become more effective in their
roles, and provide an educational foundation for life-long learning and professional development.
The one-week course is designed to teach supervisors how to overcome contemporary leadership
challenges and focuses on understanding human behavior and day-to-day work relationships with
subordinates, superiors and the public. As emerging leaders navigating today's changing law
enforcement environment, Supervision of Police Personnel students learn how to effectively motivate,
evaluate and discipline employees in order to successfully carry out the visions of their law
enforcement agencies.
Who Should Attend:
Supervision of Police Personnel is an absolute must for all new supervisors or soon-to-be-promoted
officers. Experienced supervisors are encouraged to attend to improve their leadership and
supervisory effectiveness and continue developing in the law enforcement profession.
Course Content:
• The personal profile system: DiSC instrument
• Key elements of dynamic leadership
• Communication
• Supervising Diversity
• Motivational principles
• Performance Management
• Planning and decision making
• The disciplinary process
• Ethics, professionalism and community image
• Risk Management
Instructors: Course instructors are police managers (active or retired) who combine extensive
experience with solid academic credentials, provided by NUCPS.

Member Tuition: None

Non-Member Tuition: $350.00

(Members will receive priority registration)
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Cancelled due to low enrollment

Contact & Cover

From Minor Violations to Terrorism Recognition (with Air Soft© Training)
Station 3 Training Center, Frankfort Fire Protection District
24420 S. LaGrange Rd. (Rt. 45), Frankfort, IL 60423
Monday, October 30, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm

Course Description: This one day, practical exercise seminar is designed to teach officers the basic

concepts of Cover and Contact. Officers will learn the proper techniques for removing suspect(s)
from vehicles, safely covering the suspects and contact officer, and securing the location for safe
vehicles searches. Officers will work in teams of two and three, to mirror real patrol situations.
Scenarios will involve traffic stops and building entry for call response.
Officers will learn to recognize and respond to the presence of IEDs in vehicles, buildings and on
subjects. Course content will include both classroom and scenario activities. Officers will review
Department of Homeland Security protocols for local department contact with suspected and known
terrorists, as well as scene safety and personnel safety protocols. The scenarios will include IED
mockups and hostage situations.
Course Content Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn standard hand signals to let responding officers know what type, if any back up or
additional response is needed.
Learn the specific responsibilities of the contact officer.
Learn the specific responsibilities of the cover officer.
Review techniques for vehicle stop locations and suspect-officer interaction.
Learn how to deal with multiple suspects on traffic stops.
Review techniques of systematic vehicle searches for contraband
Gain a basic knowledge of current improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
Learn the action to take for IEDs and equipment available to assist in their detection
Gain heightened awareness of the effects of explosives and terrorism
Learn how to contact STIC, JTTF, and DHS for terrorist involved stops

This class is a soft air, weapons training course. Officers need to bring their duty belts
and should (not required) have their department vehicles for scenarios. Officers are
encouraged to have either sweatshirts or long sleeve shirts available to wear. Face
protection and Air Soft© type weapons will be issued at the training site.
The instructors: The lead instructor is Michael Drumm. All instructors are certified, full-time police
officers, and are members of the Illinois Tactical Officers Association and the International Law
Enforcement Educators and Trainers Association. Drumm is also a DHS contract instructor.

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None*

* This project is supported by funds from the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Homeland Security Grant
Program. CFDA #97.067.
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C.R.I.M.E. 1-2-3

Criminal Related Interviewing Made Easy©
Frankfort Police Department
20602 Lincoln-Way Lane, Frankfort, IL 60423
Thursday; November 2, 2017
8:00 am till 4:00 pm

This course complies with the guidelines of the following mandate(s):
Civil Rights | Constitutional & Proper Use of LE Authority | Lead Homicide Investigator | Procedural Justice

This dynamic 8 hr. course is specifically designed to prepare all detectives,
investigators, agents, supervisors, gang officers and uniformed patrol officers to become effective
interviewers and consistently successful in getting difficult confessions. From newer officers to the
more experienced detectives, you will learn to easily separate the interview and interrogation process
in three easy steps. Each crucial step provides simple and straightforward how-to’s that will allow
you to get confessions in any venue or circumstance.
In one day, your expert instructor will provide each attendee with easy-to-understand tools that have
been used and perfected on hard-core criminals for over sixteen years. This will be the most exciting
and helpful interview class you have ever attended. No more time-consuming and expensive courses
that teach complex interrogation “tactics” that have more steps than you can remember during a
stressful interview. Build self-confidence, learn what to do and start becoming a great interviewer
today. C.R.I.M.E 1-2-3 is here. “So get in, get it and get out.”
Course Description:

Course Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real interviewer preparation
Time management
Know your suspect, or terrorist group
Set the stage for success
Proper introductions and face time
Recognize and utilize your strong points
Physical and verbal considerations
Homicide preparation and legal aspects
Choosing “your” interview technique
Closing the confession
Morals and the media

Instructor: Domenic Cappelluti CFI is a veteran street cop with the Waukegan (Illinois) Police

Department and former Group Supervisor of the elite Lake County Major Crime Task Force
(Illinois). With over 17 years of experience Domenic has specialized in high profile violent street
crimes, to include homicides, murder for hire cases on gang and drug officers, and officer involved
shootings. During his career, Domenic has worked in patrol, and avidly supervised the Criminal
Investigations Division and the Gang Suppression Unit. Domenic has proudly conducted and directed
hundreds of gang and drug related operations throughout his County and the Chicago metropolitan
area targeting Chicago based street gangs

Member Tuition: None*

Non-Member Tuition: None*

*Application has been made if approved. This project is supported by funds from the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Fiscal
Year 2016 Homeland Security Grant Program. CFDA #97.067.
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